Two-dimensional (2D) metallic states formed on the ZnO(1010) surface by hydrogen adsorption have been investigated using angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES). The observed metallic state is characterized by a peak-dip-hump structure at just below the Fermi level and a long tail structure extending up to 600 meV in binding energy. The peak and hump positions are separated by about 70 meV, a value close to the excitation energy of longitudinal optical (LO) phonons. Spectral functions formulated on the basis of the 2D electron-phonon coupling well reproduce the ARPES intensity distribution of the metallic states. This spectral analysis suggests that the 2D electrons accumulated on the ZnO surface couple to the LO phonons and that this coupling is the origin of the anomalous long tail. Our results indicate that the 2D electrons at the ZnO surface are described as the electron liquid model. A characteristic difference among the 2DESs with different orbital character is the many-body effects of the electronic system such as electron-phonon (e-ph) and electron-plasmon interactions. Recent ARPES studies have reported that the many-body interactions in the 2DESs on SrTiO 3 (001) are inevitable and the 2DESs should be described in terms of the electron liquid [10, 13] . In these 2DESs, the tails that accompany the two-dimensional (2D) metallic band have been attributed to energy loss structures by the e-ph coupling interaction. A similar enhanced spectral weight has also been observed for the 2DESs on anatase TiO 2 surfaces [16] . On the other hand, no such anomalous spectral weight has been reported for the s-orbital derived 2D metallic bands on ZnO(1010) [3] [4] [5] , ZnO(0001) [2, 3] , In 2 O 3 (111) [6] , and CdO(001) surfaces [7, 8] . This systematic difference implies that the e-ph coupling strength might be weaker for the s electrons than the d electrons. However, this difference is against the theoretical predictions [17] that the orbital character should have little effect on the e-ph coupling. Therefore, the solution of this discrepancy is one of the challenging subjects for the 2DESs on oxide surfaces.
Two-dimensional electron systems (2DESs) in oxide semiconductors have attracted growing interests since the discovery of the high mobility electron gas at the LaAlO 3 /SrTiO 3 heterojunction [1] . A series of angleresolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) studies have proved that such 2DESs with metallic properties are also realized on various metal oxide surfaces such as ZnO [2] [3] [4] [5] , In 2 O 3 [6] , CdO [7, 8] , SrTiO 3 [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , KTaO 3 [15] , BaTiO 3 [14] , and anatase TiO 2 [14, 16] by chemical or physical doping of electrons to these surfaces. Based on the orbital characters of the metallic bands, the 2DESs are classified into two types; one is the s-orbital type like ZnO, In 2 O 3 , and CdO and the other is the d-orbital type like SrTiO 3 , KTaO 3 , BaTiO 3 , and anatase TiO 2 .
A characteristic difference among the 2DESs with different orbital character is the many-body effects of the electronic system such as electron-phonon (e-ph) and electron-plasmon interactions. Recent ARPES studies have reported that the many-body interactions in the 2DESs on SrTiO 3 (001) are inevitable and the 2DESs should be described in terms of the electron liquid [10, 13] . In these 2DESs, the tails that accompany the two-dimensional (2D) metallic band have been attributed to energy loss structures by the e-ph coupling interaction. A similar enhanced spectral weight has also been observed for the 2DESs on anatase TiO 2 surfaces [16] . On the other hand, no such anomalous spectral weight has been reported for the s-orbital derived 2D metallic bands on ZnO(1010) [3] [4] [5] , ZnO(0001) [2, 3] , In 2 O 3 (111) [6] , and CdO(001) surfaces [7, 8] . This systematic difference implies that the e-ph coupling strength might be weaker for the s electrons than the d electrons. However, this difference is against the theoretical predictions [17] that the orbital character should have little effect on the e-ph coupling. Therefore, the solution of this discrepancy is one of the challenging subjects for the 2DESs on oxide surfaces.
In the present study, the electronic structure of the 2DES developed on the H-dosed ZnO(1010) surface was examined by ARPES. The detailed measurements have allowed us to successfully extract 2D quasiparticle (2DQP) bands and the e-ph satellites from the measured broad band, which has been regarded as a single metallic band in the previous studies [2] [3] [4] [5] 18] . The spectral analysis reveals the e-ph coupling strength of α = 0.30 − 0.34, indicating a sufficient e-ph coupling in the 2DES on the ZnO(1010) surface.
Single-crystal ZnO(1010) was cleaned in situ by wellestablished procedures [19, 20] . H 2 molecules were cracked by hot tungsten filaments and dosed on the surface at room temperature. By these procedures, surfacelocalized O 2p dangling-bond state is suppressed and a 2DES is induced at the surface [5] . The ARPES measurements were performed at BL-1 of a compact electronstorage ring (HiSOR) at Hiroshima University [20] [21] [22] .
Figure 1(a) shows an ARPES intensity map of the 2D metallic band on the H-dosed ZnO(1010) surface. The metallic band is only observable around theΓ point [ Fig.  1(b) ]. The band crosses the Fermi level (E F ) and forms a circular Fermi surface with a radius of a Fermi wave vector k F = 0.77 nm −1 , which is determined from the peak position of the momentum distribution curve (MDC) at E F [ Fig. 1(c) ]. From the size of the Fermi surface, the density of the doped electrons at the surface is evaluated to be 9.4 × 10 12 cm −2 . This carrier concentration is well within a metallic regime at this surface as judged by the Mott-Ioffe-Regel criterion [20] .
As previously reported [2] [3] [4] [5] 18] , the 2D metallic band has a very broad spectral feature with a long tail extending to 600 meV below E F at k x = 0 nm −1 [ Fig. 1(a) ], where k x is a wave vector along theΓ −X' axis [ Fig.  1(b) ]. A close examination of the metallic band, how- ever, reveals that there are faint intensity dips at E F − 70 meV. The multiple-component structure is more obvious when we examine an energy distribution curve (EDC) at each k x point [ Fig. 1(d) ]. The lineshape of each EDC shows a fine structure at < E F − 100 meV, indicating the contribution of at least two components. The EDC at k F has a peak-dip-hump structure, which is similar to those observed for strongly correlated systems [24, 25] . The energy difference between the peak and the hump in these systems roughly reflects energies of many-body interactions such as e-ph and electron-plasmon interactions [26] . In the case of the present ZnO system, the energy difference between the peak and the hump is around 70 meV, which is close to the energy of the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon of the ZnO crystal ( ω ph = 72 meV [27] ). Thus, we speculate that the e-ph coupling should be responsible for the multiple-component structures; namely, the peak and the hump originate from the 2DQP states and a phonon satellite (a 2D e-ph satellite), respectively. A possible contribution of the electron-plasmon coupling to the hump peak is excluded since the plasmon excitation energy at the density of 9.4 × 10 12 cm −2 exceeds 100 meV [28] .
In order to extract the intrinsic 2DQP band, the peak positions in the MDC curves were determined between E F + 10 meV and E F − 20 meV, where the two-peak structure as shown in Fig. 1(c) is obvious. The peak positions, plotted by circles in Fig. 2(a) , were fitted by a parabola to reproduce the overall band structure. The -100
-300
-500 fitting result gives a band bottom of E F − 86 meV at thē Γ point and an effective mass of 0.26m e , where m e is the mass of a free electron. Since this band naturally corresponds to the first subband of the 2D electrons at the ZnO surface, a depth profile of the potential well and the electron density as well as the energy position of a second subband can be deduced by self-consistently solving the Poisson-Schrödinger equation [29, 30] . The results are shown in Fig. 2(b) . The accumulated electrons are confined in a deep potential well formed between the vacuum and the edge of the Zn 4s-derived conduction band, i.e., the conduction band minimum (CBM). The CBM at the surface is located at E F − 478 meV. The energy minima of the first subband (E 1 ) and the second subband (E 2 ) are, respectively, E 1 = E F − 86 meV (the experimental value) and E 2 = E F − 3 meV at theΓ point. Because of a much lower density of electrons near the surface in the second subband in comparison with the first one [see inset of Fig. 2(b) ], a contribution to ARPES intensities from the second subband is negligible but may be visible near k x = 0 nm −1 as a background [ Figs. 1(a,c) ]. An important conclusion drawn from the calculated potential structure is that the long tail of the 2DQP band shown in Fig. 1(a) should not be ascribed to any electronic band because the tail extends into the band-gap region below the CBM. This supports our claim that the broad feature of the band should arise from the e-ph interaction.
A recent ARPES study on the metallized SrTiO 3 (001) surface by UV irradiation has revealed that a long tail accompanying the 2DQP band can be described by the phonon satellite peaks [13] . Here we show that the phonon satellite peaks also emerge at the higherbinding-energy side of the 2DQP band on the H-dosed 
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A ( SrTiO 3 (001) surface, where adsorbed H donates its 1s electron to the surface and induces Ti 3d-derived metallic bands [11, 12, 20] . Figure 3(a) shows an ARPES intensity map of the metallic band, whose tail extends to E F − 500 meV. An in-gap state is seen at > E F − 500 meV with a non-dispersive feature, in good agreement with the previous ARPES studies [11, 12] . The EDCs at k x = 0 nm −1 and k F exhibit a peak-dip-hump structure [ Fig. 3(b) ], which resembles the EDC at k F on the Hdosed ZnO surface [ Fig. 1(d) ]. The overall lineshape of each EDC is reproduced by two peaks labeled A (0) and A ′(0) , which are associated with the first and second Ti 3d xy -derived subbands, respectively, and three energyloss satellite peaks labeled A (1) , A (2) , and A (3) , which are formed via the excitations of the LO phonon mode of SrTiO 3 .
The A (0) and A (1) peaks correspond to the solutions of the spectral functions calculated by the 2D e-ph coupling model, which is formulated on the basis of the three-dimensional e-ph coupling model by Moser et al. [26] .
, where ReΣ and ImΣ are the real and imaginary parts of the self-energy Σ and f FD (ǫ k ) is the Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution function. ImΣ of the SrTiO 3 surface was obtained from the ARPES intensity plot by using 2|ImΣ| = (∂ǫ k /∂k) · ∆k . On the other hand, the spectral function of the e-ph satellite state A (1) (E, k) is given by
where δ(x) and Θ(x) are the delta function and the Heaviside step function, respectively. In the 2D e-ph coupling model, an electron in the first subband with the momentum k ′ and the energy ǫ k ′ = 2 |k ′ | 2 /(2m * ) + E 1 loses its energy and momentum by an excitation of an LO phonon having a momentum q and an energy ω ph . Here, we neglected the momentum dependence of the LO phonon energies for simplicity and used the value of ω ph = 99 meV for the SrTiO 3 surface [31] . The coupling strength of the 2D electrons and the LO phonons is in a relation of Fig.  3(b) ] are the multiple phonon-loss structures described by a Franck-Condon model and are separated by ω ph .
As shown in Fig. 3(c) , the spectral weight of A (0) + A (1) well reproduces the ARPES intensity distribution, supporting the validity of the 2D e-ph coupling model. Fig. 3(d) illustrates a schematic drawing of the energy loss process of a 2D electron by LO phonon excitations.
The same lineshape analysis was carried out for the EDCs of the 2DQP band on the H-dosed ZnO(1010) surface, and the results with ω ph = 72 meV for the ZnO surface [27] are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) . The peakdip-hump structure in the EDC at k x = k F is composed of the A (0) and A (1) peaks, and the long tail at > E F −100 meV arises from the A (l>1) phonon satellite peaks. Absence of the peak-dip-hump structure at k x = 0 nm −1 is due to a decrease in an energy separation between the A (0) and A (1) peaks as well as a relative increase in the contribution of the phonon satellite peaks. Figures 4(c-f) show the calculated spectral weight distributions of A (0) , A (1) , and A (0) + A (1) as well as the measured ARPES intensity distribution. The spectral weighs of A (0) and A (1) merge at k x < 0.5 nm −1 , and this distribution captures the features of the experimental data quite reasonably.
The present ARPES study reveals that the broad feature of the 2DES on the H-dosed ZnO(1010) surface should be derived from the contribution of the LO phonon satellite structures. A similar broad feature has also been observed on the metallized ZnO(0001) surface [2, 3] . Thus, the s-orbital 2D electrons on the ZnO surfaces couple to the LO phonon irrespective of the surface orientation. The e-ph interaction and the resultant formation of the spectral tail are regarded as one of the characteristic features of the correlated electron systems [33, 34] , such as the 2DESs on SrTiO 3 (001) (Fig. 3) .
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A' These correlated electrons are often referred as an electron liquid [10, 35] . The anomalously large contribution of the phonon satellites in the 2DESs on the ZnO surfaces, therefore, implies that the 2D electrons accumulated on the ZnO surfaces behave like an electron liquid rather than an electron gas. Finally, we discuss the possible reason why the e-ph coupling is prominent for the 2DES on the ZnO surface but not for the surfaces of In 2 O 3 and CdO, although the s electrons contribute to all these 2DESs. The 2D e-ph coupling strength is characterized by a dimensionless Fröhlich electron-phonon coupling constant [32] , α, which can be derived either from the ratio of the mass of the phonon-dressed electron to that of the bare band mass or from the intensity ratio of the 2D e-ph coupling to the quasiparticle states [20] . In the case of the 2DES on the H-dosed ZnO(1010) surface, the former relation gives α = 0.34, while the latter gives α = 0.30. On the other hand, negligibly small coupling constants for the 2DESs on In 2 O 3 (111) and CdO(100) are predicted by the mass enhancement analysis [20] . Since the e-ph coupling strength tends to be suppressed when the electron density is high because of an efficient electronic screening [29] , the absence of the phonon satellite structures in these surfaces can be attributed to the higher densities of the 2D electrons. Actually, the densities of the accumulated electrons on In 2 O 3 (111) and CdO(100) are 4.2×10
13 cm −2 [6] and 8×10 13 cm −2 [7] , respectively, and are larger than that on H-dosed ZnO(1010) (0.94 × 10 13 cm −2 ). In the case of the 2DES on SrTiO 3 (001), the mass enhancement is absent when the density exceeds 9 × 10 13 cm −2 [13] . Thus, the electronic screening effect is expected to be more efficient for the s electrons than the d electrons. From the Fröhlich e-ph coupling constant of a bulk ZnO crystal (0.95 [36] ), the 2D limit of the e-ph coupling constant is evaluated to be α ∼ 0.40 [20] . Compared to this α, the coupling constant obtained at the H-dosed ZnO(1010) surface, α = 0.30−0.34, is slightly suppressed. This suppression is most probably due to the electronic screening. The suppression of the eph coupling is critically important to enhance the carrier mobilities and the sharpness of the near-UV photoluminescence spectrum [37] . Therefore, our findings of the reduction of the e-ph coupling open up the possibilities that the creation of 2DES enhance the functionalities of, e.g., the transparent electronic devices [38] and optoelectronic devices [37] .
In conclusion, the precise peak and hump structures of the 2DES on the H-dosed ZnO(1010) surface have been successfully obtained by ARPES and analyzed with the spectral functions of the 2D e-ph coupling model. We found that the s-electron derived 2DES is quantitatively described by the model and the 2D electrons at the ZnO surface form the electron liquid. The 2D e-ph coupling constant was found to be larger than those expected on the In 2 O 3 and CdO surfaces but smaller than the 2D limit for the bulk ZnO crystal. Our determination of the e-ph coupling reveals nature of the 2D electronic states on the ZnO surface and provides technical information for designing novel electronic devices.
